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ABSTRACT 

 

In recent years, the use of electric vehicles in urban zones has been intensified. As a 

policy of increasing the penetration of electric vehicles and reducing air pollution, 

electric taxis have been introduced into transportation systems. They need special 

attention because of its different driving patterns. In contrast to private electric 

vehicles, which can be recharged for a long period, electric taxis need to recharge 

only for a short time due to their constant operation. Therefore, fast charging stations 

are required to meet the demand for recharging electric taxis and should be located 

at strategic places. In addition, an analysis must be performed to connect these 

stations in the electric network. To improve their allocation and connectivity, this work 

presents a methodology to help in decision making for installing fast charging 

stations, considering as criteria: locations with greater flow of electric taxis and low 

level of state of charge, the available physical space to carry out their recharge and 

cost functions for the connection of charging stations. The result of the proposal is a 

map with the location of fast charging stations and analysis of the lowest cost places 

for connection to the network. The methodology is tested in a medium-sized city in 

Brazil, showing the importance of this map and cost functions in decision making. 

The proposal is compared with another methodology, showing that the proposed 

method considers different criteria and creates a better spatial distribution of charging 

stations giving better options to the owners of electric taxis. 

 

Keywords: Charging stations. Electric taxis. Power distribution system planning. 

Spatial load forecasting. Transportation networks. Urban infrastructures.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

RESUMO 

 

Nos últimos anos, o uso dos veículos elétricos nas zonas urbanas tem se 

intensificado. Como política para o aumento na penetração de veículos elétricos e 

reduzir a poluição do ar, os táxis elétricos vem sendo introduzidos nos sistemas de 

transporte. Eles necessitam de atenção especial devido aos seus diferentes padrões 

de condução. Em contraste com os veículos elétricos privados, que podem ser 

recarregados por um longo período, táxis elétricos necessitam de recarga em um 

curto período de tempo devido a sua constante operação. Portanto, estações de 

recarga rápida são necessárias para receber a demanda de recarga dos táxis 

elétricos e devem estar localizadas em locais estratégicos. Além disso, uma análise 

deve ser realizada para a conexão destas estações com a rede elétrica. Para 

melhorar sua alocação e conectividade, este trabalho apresenta uma metodologia 

para auxiliar na tomada de decisão da instalação de estações de recarga rápida 

considerando como critérios: locais com maior fluxo de táxis elétricos e baixo nível 

de carga nas baterias, espaço físico disponível para realizar o carregamento e 

funções de custo para a conexão das estações de recarga. Os resultados da 

proposta são mapas com a localização das estações de recarga rápida e análise dos 

locais de menor custo para a conexão com a rede elétrica. A metodologia é testada 

em uma cidade de médio porte no Brasil, mostrando a importância dos mapas e 

funções de custo na tomada de decisão. A proposta é comparada com outras 

metodologias, mostrando que esta metodologia proposta considera diferentes 

critérios e cria uma melhor distribuição espacial para as estações de recarga, dando 

melhores opções aos donos dos táxis elétricos. 

 

Palavras Chaves: Estações de recarga. Infraestrutura urbana. Planejamento de 

sistemas de distribuição de energia. Previsão espacial de carga. Rede de 

transportes. Táxis elétricos. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 CONTEXT 

The use of electric vehicles (EVs) has intensified recently due to an improvement 

in their technology, which has made them a more efficient alternative to the 

transportation system. They address environmental concern by reducing local 

pollution and greenhouse gas emissions (when inserted with renewable energy) 

(RAJABI-GHAHNAVIEH; SADEGHI-BARZANI, 2017). In addition, government 

incentives have been provided for the adoption of EVs in many countries (YANG et 

al., 2017). Some of the countries have even created laws so that only EVs will be 

sold in the future (ABHYANKAR et al., 2017). Volvo, a vehicle manufacturing 

company, has recently announced that within a few years, it will switch to producing 

only EVs and hybrid vehicles (VOLVO, 2015). With so many incentives in recent 

years, EVs have become popular in some developed and developing countries, with 

a significant increase in the EV fleet (TIAN et al., 2016; LÉVAY; DROSSINOS; 

THIEL, 2017; AWASTHI et al., 2017). 

 

1.2 TYPES OF EVs 

There are some types of EVs, classed by the degree that electricity is used as 

their energy source, connection to the network, and way of being used and are 

described below. 

a) Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) or Plug-in Electric vehicle (PEV): Fully 

electric vehicle, only powered by electricity, use an external electrical charging 

outlet to charge the battery and can also recovered energy through the 

braking system. 

 

b) Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) or Extended-Range Electric 

Vehicles (EREVs): Traction by both electric and combustion motor. Uses an 

external electrical charging outlet to charge the battery and can also recovered 

energy through the braking system. The combustion engine may only be 
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driven when the vehicle is low state of charge (SOC) on the batteries or the 

combustion engine may be preferred. This will depend on the company that 

produces the vehicle and the owner can choose (if the company gives this 

option). 

 

c) Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV): Traction by both electric and combustion 

motor. Electric energy is generated only in the braking system to recharge the 

battery. The vehicle uses the electrical system for small speeds and change to 

the combustion engine for higher speeds. 

 

d) Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV): Uses electric motor but uses as energy 

source a fuel cell and may or may not have batteries as a secondary energy 

source (generally do not have). The fuel cells generate electricity to power the 

motor, generally using oxygen from the air and compressed hydrogen. 

Technology still little used. 

There is also a special type of vehicle, the Vehicle-to-grid (V2G), that has the 

ability to communicate with the electric network, sometimes consuming power from 

the electric network and sometimes supplying energy. This system may be present in 

BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs. In our work the type of EV considered for the studies is 

the BEVs (item a) due to the need to charge and connect to the network. 

In the case of Brazil, the insertion of EVs is still slow due to some peculiarities 

such as a large fleet of flex cars, which allows the vehicle to be driven with ethanol. 

The EV market should become more attractive as a price reduction occurs 

(NYKVIST; NILSSON, 2015). This is already happening, since the government 

exempted the import taxes for the EV. In addition, some states and cities already 

provide discounts on annual taxes, (MORRO-MELLO; MELO; PADILHA-FELTRIN, 

2016). Besides, there should be incentives for car companies to start producing these 

vehicles here in Brazil. 

 In the current scenario of low insertion of EVs in Brazil is where electric taxis 

(ETs) stand out. The insertion of EVs in Brazil should follow the same trend as when 

the government gave incentives to taxi drivers to replace their vehicles with gasoline 

by vehicles with ethanol in the past decades, early in the national alcohol program 
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(proalcohol). The replacement of conventional taxis by ETs is already observed in a 

small scale, with fifteen ETs in the city of Rio de Janeiro that can be seen in Fig.1 

(AMBIENTE ENERGIA, 2015). It is necessary, however, that the fleet of ETs 

increase more and more. 

 

Figure 1 – ET in the city of Rio de Janeiro 

 

Source: Ambiente Energia (2015). 

 

With the increasing insertion of EVs and ETs in large cities, some issues and 

discussions begin to occur in the academic community, government agencies and 

private companies (SIMON, 2013). 

In private companies, the interest in the acquisition of ETs and EVs will imply 

in the production of them in Brazil by the auto companies. Companies that own the 

charging stations (CS) will have to study the best places to allocate their stations, 
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thus meeting the need to charge the ETs and EVs. Electric power distribution 

companies will have to study these new loads which will be inserted into the system, 

to provide the required power demand.  

For public companies and regulatory agencies, the policies that help users to 

buy the EVs will be necessary, giving discounts on taxes (which are already being 

observed) and laws for CS companies. 

Finally, in the academic community, researches should investigate the 

implications of ETs, EVs and CS in the electricity network, which can be of several 

natures, researches with the flow of vehicles, better time for charge, hourly 

fluctuation, parts, maintenances, improvements in its internal components, support 

for the network with vehicle-to-grid (V2G), better locations to allocate these new 

loads, different types of existing chargers, need to improve the electricity network, 

among others. Ideally, all the agencies that will be involved with the insertion of EVs 

will communicate, study and implement jointly to arrive at solutions that are good for 

all agents: users of EVs and ETs, owners of CS, electric power distribution 

companies, automobile companies and government agencies. 

There are several levels at which EVs can be recharged. The choice of 

charging level should take into consideration economic aspects, driving patterns 

among others. The following are the charging levels at which EVs can be recharged. 

 

1.3 TYPE OF EV CHARGERS 

The CS is a place for EVs recharge their batteries and there are some ways to 

charge the EV. In the case of CS recharge, they must have a tariff system for 

receiving the energy transferred from the station to the battery of the vehicle. There 

are basically two ways to recharge an EV, through inductive and conductive 

connection. The inductive connection (wireless) charging EVs through 

electromagnetic induction charging, without the need for direct contact between the 

EV and the charger. It is a technology of high cost, still little used in the current 

market. 
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The conductive connection occurs through a wire that connects the charger to 

the EV, transferring the energy to the batteries of these vehicles. It is more usual than 

the inductive charge and is already available in the places with penetration of EVs. 

The conductive connection has three levels of charging: Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 

(MAGNUM CAP, 2013). 

a) Level 1: AC Slow charge, generally with specifications around 127 V, varies 

from 8 to 16 A depending on the country, using standard household outlets. 

Majority for residential recharges. Advantages: low installation costs, low 

impact on peak demand charges. Disadvantages: 8 h to 10 h for full charging 

(SOC from 0% to 100%). 

 

b) Level 2: AC Semi-fast charge, specifications vary using standard household 

outlets with 220 V, 32 A until specific equipment that requires installation of an 

electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) unit and electrical wiring capable of 

handling higher voltage power (until 400 V and 32 A). Common in houses, 

offices and commercials. Full charge varies from 1 h to 4 h depending on the 

equipment and installation standards. Advantages: significantly more energy 

efficient than level 1 for short charge events and charge time is faster than 

level 1. Disadvantages: more impact on peak demand charges, installation 

and equipment costs. 

 

c) Level 3: AC or DC Fast charge, specifications above 400 V AC and 63 A or 

above 400 V DC and 100 A. Commercial recharges. Full charge varies from 

20 minutes until 1 h. Advantages: slow time for a full charge, it’s nearly as fast 

as refueling a combustion vehicle. Disadvantages: Higher Equipment and 

installation costs, increased peak demand charges, different types of 

connectors that can be confusing to EV users and CS owners. 

In Fig. 2 is shown the different levels of charge. Level 1 no need additional 

equipment for charging. For levels 2 and 3, additional equipment are required, and in 

some cases for level 3, specific transformers should be used. 
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Figure 2 – Levels of Charge 

 

Source: Adapted conEdison. 

 

With the increase in the insertion of EVs, the electric taxis (ETs) have been 

introduced into transportation systems and stands out in this scenario. ETs have 

been studied by the academic community mainly due to their different driving 

patterns. ETs travel in the urban zone all day and do not have time to recharge for a 

long time, and hence, require fast recharges, with fast charging stations (Fast-CS) 

with level 3 (AC or DC), at favorable locations (TIAN et al., 2016).  

There are several studies related to EVs, ETs, and CS, with different 

objectives such as recommendation system for reducing the waiting time at a CS 

(TIAN et al., 2016), number of EVs that CS can be support (CONWAY, 2017), better 

use of slots for charging (YANG et al., 2014), cost optimization for route scheduling of 

EVs (CERNA et al., 2017), better EV routes (YANG et al., 2017), and optimal 

locations for CS (LAM; LEUNG; CHU, 2014; ZHU et al., 2016; ASAMER et al., 2016) 

Fast-CS are required for ET fleet and should be located at strategic places 

(PINTO et al., 2016); they have high power consumption and specific installation 

standards (SUM et al., 2016; MALANDRINO; CASETTI; CHIASSERINI, 2015). For 

Fast-CS allocation, it is important to indicate places that have available physical 

space, create regions of influence for charging and due to the high power of the 

stations, an analysis of the capacity of connection to the network must be performed.  
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1.4 IMPORTANT ASPECTS FOR THE SPATIAL ALLOCATION OF FAST-CS 

For the spatial allocation of Fast-CS. the aspects such as ETs’ driving 

patterns, their flow in the urban zone, and SOC along the pathways must be 

considered (MORRO-MELLO; PADILHA-FELTRIN; MELO, 2017). To obtain such 

information, the use of transport system data is required. Many cities have urban 

mobility plans, which include implemented strategies and proposals to improve 

vehicular traffic (WEERDT et al., 2016). These plans, as well as the transportation 

system reports, comprise driving pattern information of the most varied categories of 

vehicles, how the traffic in this city behaves, its main avenues, vehicle origins-

destinations (O-D), congestion points, O-D travel time for the various periods of the 

day, and socioeconomic characteristics related to transportation, necessary to help in 

decision making to install Fast-CS (MORRO-MELLO; MELO; PADILHA-FELTRIN, 

2016). 

However, the urban planner may have no or partial information and reports for 

analyzing the ETs’ driving patterns, and thus, an estimation of the data is required to 

help in decision making. This estimation should be based on existing literature, 

reports from other cities that have similar spatial and socioeconomic characteristics, 

and planner experience. The planner must have experience to supplement the 

missing information, leading to a blunt data estimation. 

Computational tools are used to acquire the missing information of transport 

systems in present days. These tools are able to analyze the traffic and its several 

variables in the cities as a function of the time variation through simulations. The 

result of simulations allows obtaining information about traffic systems, driving 

patterns and charging behavior in different scenarios (BAZZAN, 2010). 

 For a traffic simulator, the demand for transportation is expressed in terms of 

number of people per unit of time and space. This demand must be inserted in the 

visualization of long-term changes in the traffic dynamics in order to understand 

events in moving private and public transportation and to produce data for making-

decisions in the planning transportation. Thus, the urban planners must use 

techniques that model this demand by considering their experience and 

understanding. For example, the most common technique is the O-D matrix that 

characterizes the attraction of different regions of a city (HALLMANN, 2011). 
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 The transport simulations can be performed in three different levels of 

observation: 

a) Microscopic: provides high levels of information. For example, the movement 

of each vehicle, modeling its accelerations, decelerations, range changes and 

fuel consumption; 

 

b) Macroscopic: describes density, volume, and velocity, which evolves in space 

and time, without providing information about individual travels of each vehicle. 

Its goal the process as a whole; 

 

c) Mesoscopic: is the intermediate model to microscopic and macroscopic. It 

provides vehicle characteristics information in groups and has smaller 

computational times. 

In the specialized literature, there are some models that can be used to 

characterize traffic demand. The most common is the 4-step-process model as 

explained in Paiva (2010) and in Paiva (2013). This model determines the flow of 

vehicles following four steps: 

i) Travel generation: number of trips at one origin; 

ii) Travel distribution: determines how many trips will go from an origin to various 

destinations (O-D matrix); 

iii) Mode of transport: used transport; 

iv) Route definition: Assign a path for each trip performed by the vehicle. 

There are some traffic simulators available to characterize and simulate the 

transport system. In this work, the AIMSUN tool is used for simulations. 

 

1.5 AIMSUN 

 The AIMSUN is a computational tool that allows simulate the transportation 

system. This type of tool has emerged from the need to study transport networks in 
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big cities, in order to improve the operation of vehicular traffic, reduce congestion, 

plan the operation and expansion, improvement of public transportation, plan and 

control traffic lights (AIMSUN MANUAL, 2017). Some tools available in the program 

are shown below: 

- Visualizations in 2D and in 3D; 

- Importer and exporter maps from CAD files, Geographic information system 

(GIS), raster images, open street maps; 

- Microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic simulator; 

- Static and dynamic traffic assignment; 

- O-D manipulation; 

- Adjustment of traversal and balancing to calculate the optimal route; 

- Modeling of travel demand with generation, distribution and modal split of 

routes; 

- Pedestrian simulator; 

- Python and C++ script for programming language; 

- API in Python or in C to connect externally to the tool and obtain information 

about vehicles, demand, control and traffic management; 

- Micro simulator in C++ to modify the models of the vehicles; 

- Interface with Emme, SATURN, SYNCHRO, SCATS, SCOOT, VS-Plus and 

UTOPIA. 

 The AIMSUN has six different versions, a trial version (that is free) and five 

paid versions: small, standard, professional, advanced and expert. The versions 

differ in amount of information that can be modeled, simulated and saved, use of one 

or more CPUs in the simulations, O-D matrix manipulation functionalities, with or 

without a graphical interface. This tool allows extensions and development kit using 

SDK platform producing new elements, attributes and functions (AIMSUN MANUAL, 

2017). 

 Fig. 3 shows the tool interface. In this example from AIMSUN tutorial, it is 

possible to observe the Camp Nou stadium in the city of Barcelona (Spain). The 

avenue in front of the stadium is built and the flow of vehicles as well (O-D of the 

avenue). On the left side, there is a set of tools that make possible to create, modify 

and improve streets and avenues. At the top, there is a number of study and 
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modeling parameters that can be verified and used. On the right side, the project is 

observed; all its variables and changes can also be performed.  

Figure 3 – Tool Interface. 

 

Source: Figure taken from the trial version of AIMSUN. 

 

Additionality, the travel demand for the most diverse types of vehicles (cars, 

buses, taxis, trucks) are already built as well as traffic control plans (give preference, 

stop, traffic lights), direction of lanes, number of lanes, maximum speed allowed, bus 

stop, exclusive tracks. Other variables can be modeled as the planner needs. Since 

all necessary variables are previously modeled in this tutorial, a microscopic dynamic 

simulation is performed. Fig. 4 shows how the tool behaves in the execution of this 

simulation. 

In Fig. 4, it is possible to observe the vehicles (in blue) crossing the tracks. In 

this 2D image, vehicles can move from their origins to their destinations in two ways: 

stochastic or programmer-defined. Moreover, the flow of vehicles in 3D can be 

visualized by camera function. Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the 2D and 3D 

simulation at a crossing with the presence of traffic lights. 
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Figure 4 – Microscopic simulation. 

 

Source: Figure taken from the trial version of AIMSUN. 

 

Figure 5 – Comparison between the 2D and 3D simulations. 

 

Source: Figure taken from the trial version of AIMSUN.  
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 At the end of the simulations, a series of information are generated, such as: 

counts by type of vehicle; distance traveled; congestion; vehicle flow; missed 

movements; track changes; number of stops; waiting times; speed; emission of 

gases; fuel consumption and others information. An important information after the 

simulations is the flow of vehicles on the roads.  

Fig. 6 shows the flow of vehicles in color scale. The colors in ascending order 

are: green, yellow, orange and red (closer to the red, higher the vehicle flow was 

recorded in the simulations). 

 The creation of scenarios close to reality depend on the experience of the 

planner, reliable database and with relevant information as well as good calibration of 

the parameters. Thus, after good modeling, the simulations will yield good results. 

 This variety of information, after the simulations, can aid in the study of traffic 

behavior in the cities, help in the creation of policies for improvements, expansions in 

the transportation network and changes of transport strategies. In addition, the 

modeling of transport systems can also help other areas of study. 

Figure 6 – Flow of vehicles in color scale 

 

Source: Figure taken from the trial version of AIMSUN. 
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 The AIMSUN allows creating and editing scenarios using the possibility of 

import maps from the internet for obtaining real scenarios. However, these scenarios 

often contain errors. That are more serious in the larger areas imported from the 

internet. In addition, the tool has a geographical import limitation. The ideal for the 

programmer is that if working with small and medium areas, import them with the 

streets and avenues of the city and correct the necessary. For large areas, the 

planner should design the streets and avenues, average speed, traffic control plans, 

among others. 

 There are two models of emission of pollutants that can be modeled: The 

Quartet Emission Model; and Panis et al. Emission Model. In the first model, its 

emission parameters are defined by creating a pollutant or changing the pollutant for 

one type of vehicle. The pollutant is created or changed for all other vehicles. This 

ensures that each type of vehicle always has the same list of pollutants and only the 

emission rates will differ between the types. Besides, speed-emission rates are used 

for vehicles travelling at a constant speed. The second model has the ability to model 

the pollution emissions due to acceleration/deceleration and speed. The 

measurement of emission levels uses the same formula but with different values due 

to the different types of vehicles and fuel used. This model calculates emissions of 

Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) 

and Particulate Matter (PM) (AIMSUN MANUAL, 2017). 

 AIMSUN has a multitude of functions that can be studied and modeled 

according to the problem that the planner wants to solve in various types of 

simulation that described below. 

a) Macroscopic simulation in the AIMSUN 

 The macroscopic simulation does not allow the visualization of the vehicles 

moving by the streets of the city. It is a static simulation that, does not show what is 

happening at each instant of time. After the simulation, a report is generated with 

some information and the flow of vehicles (in color scale) can be observed in the 

map, as well as other information. For this simulation, it is necessary to make, 

through centroids, the origin and destination matrices of all vehicles (AIMSUN 

MANUAL, 2017). 
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b) Microscopic simulation in the AIMSUN 

 In this simulation, it can be used centroids to characterize the origins and 

destination, or manually place the vehicles in each origin and let them move to 

random or programmed destinations. It is possible to visualize in every period of time 

the most varied types of vehicles that circulate in the city (in 2D and 3D). Specific 

functions for vehicle types using PYTHON programming can be created. At the end 

of the simulations, a report is generated with various information (AIMSUN MANUAL, 

2017). 

c) Mesoscopic simulation in the AIMSUN 

 In this simulation, some macroscopic and other microscopic elements can be 

used, depending on the need of the planner. This simulation is suitable for the 

planner who wants to save time in the simulations (because the microscopic 

demands more time) but with a certain level of detail greater than the macroscopic 

one. Vehicle group methods are generally used (AIMSUN MANUAL, 2017). 

 

1.6  ALLOCATION OF FAST-CS IN THE ELECTRIC NETWORK 

With Fast-CS locations in the study zone, electricity distribution companies 

should provide power to meet such demand. The distribution company usually 

connect these new loads in locations closer to the network in order to realize the 

minimum expansion. However, Fast-CS has high power, so a more careful analysis 

can be advantageous for these companies. Analyzing all the connection points in a 

region near the station, choosing the most suitable point for connection, can help the 

reduction of costs of expansion, operation and losses. The analysis of the connection 

points can take into account the realized expansion, loading of the network 

components, distances between components. Such analysis must be performed with 

the available information of the electrical network and experience of the planners. 

When creating strategies for the allocation of Fast-CS in the electric network, 

the company must guarantee the delivery of energy at the connection point. There 

are few ways to model and study the planning of new loads in the electric network 

distribution system to guarantee adequate levels. With the support of computational 
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tools, the power flow to analyze the insertion of new loads in the distribution systems 

is one of the most used techniques. Typically, a test distribution network is used to 

plan new loads. 

In order to guarantee adequate levels of voltage and power in the case of 

Fast-CS allocated spatially in a specific city of study, knowledge of the electric 

network topology, all components, specifications and loads must be known and 

modeled in computational tools such as ETAP (ETAP, 2018), DIGSILENT 

(DigSLENT, 2018), OpenDSS (OpenDSS, 2018). The planner may partially have the 

information required and may difficult such analysis. Other methodologies can be 

used that can guarantee adequate levels such as: CODI-MOD, ANEEL, SIMPLE that 

calculate technical losses by segment (OLIVEIRA, 2009). In each segment there is a 

percentage of allowable losses obtained in the technical standards of the distribution 

companies. Therefore, this is a way to guarantee adequate levels through the 

calculation of technical losses and considered in this work to guarantee the power 

delivered to the station. 

Therefore, using transportation system reports and urban mobility plans, this 

work proposes a transportation system model that combines real and estimated data 

for obtaining ET O-D, ET flow in a city’s streets, and the SOC of the ET during its 

trips to help in decision making to install Fast-CS. In the proposal, the AIMSUN tool 

for transportation modeling is used to simulate the transport system through 

microscopic simulation, determining places with higher ET flow, ETs’ SOC along the 

paths, analysis for the available physical space to allocate Fast-CS considering a 

recharge zones, to avoid station allocation in places where it is not possible to install 

the stations (e.g., no space for ET parking and no space for installing chargers), 

causing problems that harm the flow of other vehicles. The simulation of the flow of 

vehicles is similar to Monte-Carlo method (FISHMAN, 1996) and providing ET flow 

heat map and ETs’ SOC along the paths heat map. From these maps, the locations 

for Fast-CS installation in an urban zone are determined, indicating where ETs will 

need to recharge the most. 

After, a model to allocate the Fast-CS in the electric network is proposed, 

considering a cost function. This function has as main objective to find the best 

connection points in order to reduce the costs for the electric company with the 
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introduction of Fast-CS in the network (considering that the concessionaire will bear 

the costs of connection), considering as main criteria the spatial distribution of the 

network, distance between the elements, elements use factors (loading of 

substations, feeders, transformers). Finally, a methodology that guarantee adequate 

levels through losses analysis is used, helping in the installation of Fast-CS from its 

spatial allocation to the distribution network. 

The proposed method assists in the choice of locations for the installation of Fast-

CS from the analysis of flow and SOC heat maps and connection points. This work 

helps in the planning of future transport systems, assisting ET users to recharge 

where they need it the most, Fast-CS companies in planning the station allocation, 

and distribution utilities in their power distribution planning. 

 

1.7   INTENDED SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION 

The following are the major contributions of this work. 

i) Creation of heat maps to view the ET flow and ETs’ SOC along the paths in the 

urban zone. Such information helps to define where ETs pass with a low level of 

SOC. 

ii)  Use of recharging zones for electric vehicles, in order to serve a determined 

place or ET groups that circulate through the city. From these regions, it is possible to 

construct recharge locations that can be informed by mobile applications, covering 

the study zone and favoring the availability of charging points when necessary. 

iii) Allocation, though a cost function, the Fast-CS in electric network considering 

costs of operation, expansion, losses and equipment. 

 

1.8  METHODOLOGIES FOR THE INSTALLATION OF CS 

There are many studies in the specialized literature to determine the location of 

CS. Lam et al. (2014) studied EV CS placement by finding the best locations to 

construct them by solving a NP-hardness problem. Rajabi-Ghahnavieh and and 

Sadeghi-Barzani (2017) determined the optimal places and capacity of Fast-CS 
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considering hourly urban traffic circulation and EV user preferences. Zhu et al. (2016) 

explained a model for CS location for EVs and the number of chargers per station, 

minimizing the total cost. Asamer et al. (2016) proposed a decision support system 

for placing CS to satisfy the charging demand of ETs. Xiang et al. (2015) used a 

system optimization model for planning CS based on the charging demand 

distribution and road network structure. 

However, in the above-mentioned studies, ETs’ SOC along the paths is not 

determined and these models do not consider the impact of the CS place on the flow 

of other vehicles. Also, in some of the work mentioned above neither make the 

approach of available physical space for CS installation nor an analysis of the region 

of influence with the allocation of the stations. In the proposal, flow and ETs’ SOC 

along the paths heat maps help in decision making to install Fast-CS in places where 

ET batteries have low SOC and high ETs flow. Therefore, this work proposes a 

methodology for improving the planning of Fast-CS location considering the flow of 

ETs, ET driving patterns, ETs’ shortest path, ETs’ SOC along the paths, available 

physical space for installation and create recharging zones through analysis of the 

region of influence for each Fast-CS. 

 

1.9   PUBLICATIONS 

Until now, the following works were developed by the student: 

1 - MORRO-MELLO I.; PADILHA-FELTRIN A.; MELO J. D. “Spatial-Temporal Model 

to Estimate the Load Curves of Charging Stations for Electric Vehicles.” IEEE PES 

Innovative Smart Grid Technologies Latin America – ISGTLA17, Equator, 2017. 

2 - MORRO-MELLO I.; PADILHA-FELTRIN A.; MELO J. D. “Fluxo de Veículos 

Elétricos em Zonas Urbanas.” O Setor Elétrico, p. 86 - 93, nov. 2016. 

3 - MORRO-MELLO I.; MELO J. D.; PADILHA-FELTRIN A. Estimação do fluxo de 

veículos elétricos em zonas urbanas.” VI Simpósio Brasileiro de Sistemas Elétricos – 

SBSE-2016, Natal. Anais do SBSE 2016, 2016. 
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4 - MORRO-MELLO I. FREITAS, A. B.; MELO J. D.; PADILHA-FELTRIN A. Spatial 

Analysis of Residential Load Growth due to Electric Vehicle Recharge. In: VII 

Simpósio Brasileiro de Sistemas Elétricos - SBSE, Niterói - RJ, 2018. 

The previous works provided a basis for this work. Two other papers are being 

developed to submit to magazines with the spatial methodology for Fast-CS and with 

the cost functions for the allocation of Fast-CS in the electricity. 

 

1.10 WORK ORGANIZATION 

The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section II presents the placement 

proposed methodology with input data, definition of O-D for ETs, ETs’ simulation, and 

definition of places to install Fast-CS. Section III presents a methodology to allocate 

the Fast-CS in the electric network considering a cost function. Section IV presents 

placement case studies for a medium-sized city, showing different results, 

comparison of results, and discussion the results. Section V presents results for 

allocation of Fast-CS in the electric network, comparison and discuss the results and 

Section VI concludes the work. 
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2 PLACEMENT PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

To find Fast-CS places for ETs in urban zones, the proposed methodology 

determines travel paths and simulate the ETs’ travels. This simulation provides heat 

maps of flow and ETs’ SOC along the paths. The places to install Fast-CS is 

determined using these heat maps and meeting the criteria of the planners and 

installation standards. To develop Fast-CS Placement for ETs, the main information 

is described in Fig. 7. This process is explained in the following sections. 

 

Figure 7 – Main information to develop the methodology. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

2.1  INPUT DATA FOR THE METHODOLOGY 

A) Transport Network Map 

The transport network map basically consists of a georeferenced map of urban 

zone with their main and secondary roads. In this map, data such as avenues, 
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streets, traffic lights, speed of the roads, and different sectors of the city (residential, 

industrial, and commercial) must be available. The transport network map can be 

obtained through the Internet or transport department files. Also, some information 

may be complemented with reports of the city. 

B) Initial Candidate to Allocate Fast-CS 

Initial candidates to allocate Fast-CS are indicated with available physical 

space all over the city. These candidates are necessary to avoid the indication of 

places that do not favor the allocation and after the simulations, the winning 

candidates are chosen. 

C) Number of ETs 

The number of ETs may vary according to the planning performed. A 

percentage of combustion taxi owners can obtain ET through incentives granted, and 

can reach the total replacement of the fleet by ETs of the analyzed city. 

D) O-D for Private Vehicles 

To characterize the driving patterns of ETs in the cities, the travel times and 

average speed must be calculated. For this, the number of vehicles that will circulate 

in the urban zone for all periods must be inserted. A full day is considered (24 h) and 

the different characteristics of all vehicles are modeled every hour on transport 

modelling tool. The O-D percentages and number of vehicles are obtained in urban 

planning reports of a day. These percentages vary from home and/or work to places 

of leisure, education, health, etc. 

 

2.2  DEFINITION OF O-D FOR ETs 

The ET driving pattern has characteristics different from those of private 

vehicles, which have mostly similar intentions during the different periods of a day. To 

characterize the O-D of ETs, the observation of O-D of other vehicles is necessary. 

The reports show that the origins are similar to those observed for private vehicles, 

but in the reports, destinations may vary differently from those of the previous ones. 

Thus, with the number of ETs, the origins of them should be similar to those of the 
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private vehicles throughout the day and the destinations should follow random 

characteristics or combine percentage destinations of the literature with random 

destinations. In some cities, there may be O-D of conventional taxis that can also be 

used. In addition, the following characteristics of ETs should be considered and 

calibrated according to the planner’s experience: 

a) ETs that will go from O-D and return to their origin to wait for the next trip. 

b) ETs that will go from O-D and will wait for the next trip in the destination of the 

previous trip (destination of trip T will be the origin of trip T + 1). 

Normally, there is only measurements of number and flow of combustion taxis 

in reports of the city and there is no batteries SOC of ET information on the roads 

that will depend on the trips performed. Thus, the use of tools that simulate the route 

of ETs are recommend. To this end, the transport network map of urban zone could 

be used in others transport modelling tool, such as SUMO (CIUFFO; MENENDEZ, 

2014) and VISSIM (GRIGGS et al., 2015). In this work, the tool used is the AIMSUN 

(TRANSPORT SIMULATION SYSTEMS, 2017). Besides, ETs always look for the 

shortest route to travel and a shortest path algorithm is used for this purpose. To 

determine ETs’ SOC along the paths, a model for SOC along the streets is described 

below. 

 

2.3  ETs’ SIMULATION 

With the transport network map, candidate places for Fast-CS, O-D for ETs 

and private vehicles and the model of ETs’ SOC along the paths, the ETs starting 

from the origins and move each hour to their destinations with an initial random SOC. 

Uses the mathematical formulation to calculate the SOC during the trip performed by 

each ET in its O-D. For simulation, the trips of ETs use the shortest path algorithm. 

A) The shortest path of ETs travels 

The shortest path algorithm is a cost function for the movement of the ETs. 

The shortest path algorithm is a variation of Dijkstra’s algorithm [20], resulting in the 

shortest path tree for each O-D pair. With multiple paths leading from the O-D, the 

function will choose the least cost path with an extra function that identifies new O-D 
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paths that may appear. Microscopic simulation, the behavior of each vehicle is 

modeled continuously throughout the simulation period (TRANSPORT SIMULATION 

SYSTEMS, 2017), is used to characterize each ET and the ET chooses the path 

according to this algorithm, which is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Figure 8 – ETs shortest path algorithm. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

B)  ETs’ SOC along the paths 

The SOC of the ETs in the city streets is important information to evaluate 

Fast-CS allocation. Indicating locations where the ETs will require recharging avoids 

Fast-CS allocation in regions of high SOC. To evaluate the ETs’ SOC along the city’s 

roads, the use of equations that model its SOC along the paths covered is necessary. 

Some studies in the literature model this characteristic. In this study, the Goeke and 
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Schneider’s (2015) model of EVs’ SOC is used as a reference for modeling ETs’ 

SOC along the paths. The initial SOC of ETs is considered totally random, and can 

be calibrated according to the needs of the planner. 

Initially, a mechanical power 𝑃𝑀 model is presented to describe factors like: 

mass (𝑚), average speed (𝜈), gradient, road surface, vehicle dimensions and engine 

properties. With this, 𝑃𝑀 is modified to electric power 𝑃𝐸 and then converted to SOC 

consumption 𝑃𝐵. 

𝑃𝑀 = (m ∗ a +
1

2
∗ Cd ∗  ρa ∗ Af ∗ ν2 +  m ∗ g ∗ sin(α) +  Cr ∗ m ∗ g ∗ Cos(α)) ∗  ν           (1) 

 

In which 𝑎 is acceleration, 𝐶𝑑 aerodynamic drag coefficient, 𝜌𝑎 air density, 𝐴𝑓 

frontal area of the ET, 𝑔 gravitational constant, 𝛼 gradient angle and 𝐶𝑟 rolling friction 

coefficient. 𝑃𝐸
𝑑 and 𝑃𝐸

𝑟 are discharged and recuperated (recovered energy in the 

braking system) electric energy respectively: 

∅𝑑 =
𝑃𝐸

𝑑

𝑃𝑀
        for       0 kW ≤ 𝑃𝑀 ≤ 100 kW                                                                                                    (2) 

 

∅𝑟 =
P𝐸

𝑟

𝑃𝑀
        for − 100 kW ≤ 𝑃𝑀 < 0 kW                                                                                                     (3) 

 

In which ∅𝑑 and ∅𝑟 discharged and recuperated regression coefficient 

respectively. 𝑃𝐵
𝑑 and 𝑃𝐵

𝑟 are discharged and recuperated SOC. 

φ𝑑 =
P𝐵

𝑑

𝑃𝐸
          for 𝑃𝐸 ≥ 0 kW                                                                                                                              (4) 

 φ𝑟 =
P𝐵

𝑟

𝑃𝐸
       for 𝑃𝐸 < 0 kW                                                                                                                                (5) 

 

In which 𝜑𝑑 and 𝜑𝑟 are regression coefficient for discharged and recuperated 

battery efficiency respectively. An energy consumption in a O-D (𝑃𝑂−𝐷(𝑢𝐷)) is: 
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𝑃𝑂−𝐷(𝑢𝐷) = (
1

2
∗ Cd ∗  ρa ∗ Af ∗ ν2 + m ∗ g ∗ (sin(α𝑂−𝐷) + Cr ∗ cos(α𝑂−𝐷))) ∗ ν             (6) 

 

Finally, the battery discharged and recuperated on O-D pair associated with 

travel time 𝑡𝑂−𝐷 is: 

b𝑂−𝐷
𝑑 (𝑢𝐷) =  ∅𝑑 ∗ φ𝑑 ∗ 𝑃𝑂−𝐷(𝑢𝐷) ∗ 𝑡𝑂−𝐷                             if  p𝑂−𝐷

𝑑 (𝑢𝐷) ≥ 0 kW                    (7) 

 

b𝑂−𝐷
𝑟 (𝑢𝐷) =  ∅𝑟 ∗ φ𝑟 ∗ 𝑃𝑂−𝐷(𝑢𝐷) ∗ 𝑡𝑂−𝐷                                if  p𝑂−𝐷

𝑟 (𝑢𝐷) < 0 kW                    (8) 

 

After the model of ETs’ SOC along the paths and ETs' shortest path, 

simulations of the flow of all vehicles are performed for all hours of the day, similar to 

Monte-Carlo (FISHMAN, 1996), in a traffic simulator, with calibration of the 

parameters by the planner, according to the characteristics of the analyzed city and 

information obtained and modeled. The model provides flow and ETs’ SOC along the 

paths heat maps along city streets. These heat maps will help the planner to select 

the locations to install the Fast-CS. 

 

2.4  DEFINITION OF PLACES TO INSTALL FAST-CS 

The Fast-CS should be allocated in places with highest flow and lowest SOC. 

The analysis of these places is performed through the heat maps resulting from ETs’ 

Simulation. Besides, the winning candidates, that were allocated in regions with 

available physical space, must be selected considering a recharging zone, through a 

minimum distance from each other (adjusted by the planner), preventing them from 

becoming idle in the case of being very close to each other or overloaded when 

placed too far. 

Therefore, the allocation in higher-flow and lower-SOC locations, associated 

with the region of influence of the recharging zone, will exclude the nearby 

candidates. Fast-CS allocation ends when there are no more candidates to choose. 

In the literature, a region of influence varies depending on factors such as number of 

simulated EVs and city size (ZHU et al., 2016). In this way, the number of stations is 
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tied to this analysis. The planner can vary the number of Fast-CS by varying the 

radius of the recharging zone. Consequently, the planner can vary the recharging 

zone as the larger is the number of station chargers. For medium-flow and/or 

medium-SOC places, the number of chargers per station may be smaller and 

increase as the ET flow increases and the average SOC decreases. Finally, in the 

proposed methodology, the larger the number of chargers in a station, the greater is 

the number of ETs it will support and the larger is the recharging zone. Finally, the 

flowchart of the sequence of the method to find the Fast-CS locations is shown in Fig. 

9. 

Figure 9 – Flowchart of the sequence of the method. 

 
Source: Author’s own elaboration. 
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3 ALLOCATION OF FAST-CS IN ELECTRIC NETWORK 

After the spatial allocation of Fast-CS, there is a need to obtain connections with 

the electrical network. To this end, a cost function is proposed to choose among the 

available connections, the least costly connection for allocation. In addition, to ensure 

adequate levels, segment loss calculations are performed. 

The input data to perform the cost function are the spatial results of placement 

methodology of Fast-CS, spatial distribution of electric network (substation, feeder, 

transformer, lines and connections). The information of the elements are the supply 

capability, distance between components, resistance in lines and technical 

information of Fast-CS. The Fast-CS have high power and a differentiation is 

required as to the type of connection that must be made. Depending on the number 

of chargers, the Fast-CS can be connected at low voltage or medium voltage. 

 

3.1  COST FUNCTION FOR LOW VOLTAGE 

Connections in low voltage are limited by a maximum installed power that depend 

on the country or region. Stations connected to low voltage must obey these limits. 

Also, electrical losses grow due to the expansion size and therefore a maximum limit 

for expansions must be considered. 

The unit coefficients method (FIGUEIREDO, 2006) is used to calculate the 

maximum allowable expansion (𝐿) in km in low voltage and as expressed in eq. 9. 

∆𝑉(%) =  
100(𝑟 cos(𝜑) + 𝑥 𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜑)) 𝑆 ∗  𝐿

𝑉𝐿
2                                                                                  (9) 

 

In which, ∆V is the percentage of voltage drop in low voltage, 𝑟 and 𝑥 is the 

resistance and reactance in the expansion line in Ω/km, 𝑆 is the station demand in 

MVA and 𝑉𝐿 is the line voltage in kV. 

After, a radius of maximum allowable expansion must be done with the center in 

the stations. In this radius of coverage, transformers with supply capability for station 

must be found. If no transformer is available, new transformers must be initially 
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allocated in existing lines (located within the radius of convergence) according to 

planners' experience and after the cost function, only the least costly must be 

allocated. To ensure adequate levels, the ANEEL (OLIVEIRA, 2009) method is used 

to verify the losses by segment and to verify which expansions will be within 

established loss standards and described below. 

A) Losses in the power meter (W) 

𝑃𝐷,𝑀𝐷 = 𝑃𝑒𝑙(𝑁1𝜙 + 2𝑁2𝜙 + 3𝑁3𝜙)                                                                                                  (10) 

 

In which, 𝑃𝑒𝑙 is the average demand losses by meter element in W, 𝑁1𝜙,  𝑁2𝜙, 𝑁3𝜙 is 

the number of single-phase, biphasic and three-phase meters, respectively. 

B) Losses in the connection (W) 

𝑃𝐷,𝑅𝐿 = 𝑅𝑅𝐿 (
𝐼𝑓

𝐹𝑑
)

2

(2𝑁1𝜙 + 3𝑁2𝜙 + 3𝑁3𝜙)                                                                                  (11) 

 

In which 𝑅𝑅𝐿 is the medium resistance in the connection in Ω, 𝐼𝑓 is the phase 

current in A and 𝐹𝑑 is the diversity factor. 

C) Losses in the expansion of the low voltage network (W) 

𝑃𝐷,𝐵𝑇 = 𝑟 ∗ [
𝑖2𝑙2

3
+ 𝑖 𝐼𝑗  𝑙 + 𝐼𝑗

2]                                                                                                          (12) 

 

In which 𝑟 is the resistance in Ω/km, 𝑖 is the current in A/km, 𝑙 is the expansion length 

in km and 𝐼𝑗 is the current in A. 

D) Losses in transformer (W) 

𝑃𝐷,𝑇 = 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑓𝑒 + 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑢 ∗ (
𝑆𝑚

𝑆𝑛
)

2

                                                                                         (13) 
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In which 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑓𝑒 + 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑢 are nominal losses in transformer iron and copper, 𝑆𝑚 is 

the average transformer demand in kVA, 𝑆𝑛 is the transformer rated power in kVA. 

With the existing and new transformers, all possible connections must be done for 

the further analysis as seen in Fig. 10. In this figure, there are transformers outside 

the region (in black), inside the region but without supply capability or with losses per 

segment out of standards (red) and inside the region with supply capability (green).  

 

Figure 10 – Possible connections for Fast-CS. 

 
Source: Author’s own elaboration. 

 

E) Cost Function in low voltage 

The cost function model to choose, from the available connections, the least 

costly is modeled for distribution company cost reduction. The model for cost function 

is obtained from Melo, Zambrano-Asanza and Padilha-Feltrin (2017). In this model, 

the cost for the introduction of new loads are displayed as seen in Eq. 14-16, 

modifying costs 𝐾 to adequate for this work.  

i) Cost of expansion for the distribution company ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡1 =
𝐾1 ∗  𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑐𝑠 

𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑡−𝑓−𝑠 − 𝐿𝑐𝑠 
                                                                                                                  (14) 
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In which 𝐾1 is the cost of expansion in low voltage in $/km, 𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑡 is the distance 

between Fast-CS and transformer in km, 𝐿𝑐𝑠 installed power of Fast-CS in MVA and 

𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑡−𝑓−𝑠 is the supply capability of the elements in MVA and are composed by: 

 𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑡−𝑓−𝑠 =  𝑃𝑡 + 𝑃𝑓 + 𝑃𝑠                                                                                                                 (15)  

In which 𝑃𝑡, 𝑃𝑓  and 𝑃𝑠 are the supply capability of transformer, feeder and substation 

in MVA. Such supply capabilities correspond to the power of the element minus the 

power of existing loads. 

ii) Additional cost of operation for the distribution company ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2 =
𝐾2 ∗ 𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑠 ∗ 𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑡−𝑓−𝑠

𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑡−𝑓−𝑠 − 𝐿𝑐𝑠 
                                                                                                       (16) 

 

In which 𝐾2 is the cost of system use in $/km and 𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑠 is the distance between Fast-

CS and substation in km. However, since Fast-CS has a high load, the technical 

losses can increase significantly and its cost must be taken into account. Therefore, 

the cost of additional technical losses for the distribution company is modeled as well 

as additional equipment costs required for the installation of Fast-CS. 

iii) Cost of additional technical losses ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡3 =
(𝑟𝑏 ∗  𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑡 + 𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑑𝑡−𝑓−𝑠) ∗ 𝐾2 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑖𝑚

2 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗ 10−6

𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑡−𝑓−𝑠 − 𝐿𝑐𝑠 
                                               (17) 

 

In which 𝑟𝑏 and 𝑟𝑚 is the low and medium voltage line resistance in Ω/km, 𝑑𝑡−𝑓−𝑠 is 

the distance between transformer and substation, 𝑛 is the number of conductor load, 

𝑖𝑚 is the average current in A and 𝑐𝑝 is the equivalent coefficient of loss. 

iv) Cost of additional equipment ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡4 = 𝐶𝑒1                                                                                                                                           (18) 
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In which 𝐶𝑒1 are new transformers and power meters in $. Finally, the total cost in $ 

for the distribution company with the introduction of Fast-CS in low voltage is: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑙𝑣 =  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡1 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡3 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡4                                                                                   (19) 

 

3.2  COST FUNCTION FOR MEDIUM VOLTAGE 

The Fast-CS that have power greater than those allowed in low voltage must be 

connected in medium voltage. The medium voltage expansion to meet such loads 

are specified by the distribution company of the study region, which set expansion 

limits due to the associated cost. 

Within these limits imposed by the companies, it is already considered that the 

losses will be within the allowable limits. The transformers in this case are usually 

purchased by the company holding Fast-CS and therefore are not considered. All the 

possible connections must be done for the cost analysis. Four costs are modeled 

similar to low voltage. 

i) Cost of expansion for the distribution company ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡5 =
𝐾3 ∗  𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑙𝑖 ∗ 𝐿𝑐𝑠 

𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑓−𝑠 − 𝐿𝑐𝑠 
                                                                                                                 (20) 

 

In which 𝐾3 is the cost of expansion in medium voltage in $/km, 𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑙𝑖 is the distance 

between Fast-CS and line (expansion in medium voltage) in km and 𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑓−𝑠 is the 

supply capability of the elements in MVA and is composed by: 

 𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑓−𝑠 =  𝑃𝑓 + 𝑃𝑠                                                                                                                                (21)  

 

ii) Additional cost of operation for the distribution company ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡6 =
𝐾2 ∗ 𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑠 ∗ 𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑓−𝑠

𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑓−𝑠 − 𝐿𝑐𝑠 
                                                                                                           (22) 
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iii) Cost of additional technical losses ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡7 =
𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑑𝑐𝑠−𝑓−𝑠 ∗ 𝐾2 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑖𝑚

2 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗ 10−6

𝑃𝑐𝑠−𝑓−𝑠 − 𝐿𝑐𝑠 
                                                                          (23) 

 

iv) Cost of additional equipment ($): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡8 = 𝐶𝑒2                                                                                                                                           (24) 

 

In which 𝐶𝑒 are the power meters in $. Finally, the total cost in $ for the distribution 

company with the introduction of Fast-CS in medium voltage is: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑣 =  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡5 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡6 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡7 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡8                                                                                 (25) 

 

3.3  ALGORITHM FOR THE ALLOCATION 

With all the connections available to the Fast-CS, an algorithm to allocate them in 

electrical network is proposed, choosing among all, the least costly connections. This 

algorithm takes into account that the Fast-CS in medium voltage has higher power 

(more chargers) and are located in regions with more need of recharge. Therefore, a 

priority list of Fast-CS is used. In this list there is a preference to allocate Fast-CS 

with more number of chargers and after all stations connected to medium voltage are 

allocated to the network, the stations in low voltage are allocated.  

The cost function is performed for each of the connections and the lowest cost is 

selected as the winner and values of supply capability of the elements are updated. 

The algorithm ends when all Fast-CS are allocated in the electrical network, 

generating the necessary cost for each Fast-CS and spatial thematic maps with 

connections in medium, low voltage with new transformers and low voltage with the 

existing transformers. Such maps assist distribution companies in the spatial analysis 

and planning of electricity distribution systems. 
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Fig. 11 shows an algorithm flowchart that can be implemented in programming 

language. Such language should be able to communicate with spatial analysis tools 

and should be considered by the planner. 

Figure 11 – Flowchart with the allocation algorithm. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration. 
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4 RESULTS FOR PLACEMENT METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1   DATA FOR SIMULATIONS 

The proposed method is applied to some case studies for a medium-sized 

Brazilian city with 200,000 inhabitants. The transport network is obtained using 

AIMSUN (TRANSPORT SIMULATION SYSTEMS, 2017) and modified for 

corrections and improvements such as maximum speed of roads, traffic lights, 

possible imperfections, and identification of the main sectors (residential, commercial, 

industrial, and educational) of the city. The simulations occur from hourly to a full 

week day (24 h).  

The number of simulated ETs is 420 and the fleet comprises just over 100,000 

vehicles. The percentages vehicles traveling at each hour of the day are shown in 

Fig. 12. 

Figure 12 – Percentages vehicles traveling the city at each hour. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

The O-D are created for conventional vehicles following the O-D for the periods 

shown in Fig. 13. The origins of the ETs are allocated in strategic locations: 5 - taxi 

points, 1 - bus station, 6 - universities, 7 - hospitals, 20 - commercial points, 2 - malls, 
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9 – others, totaling 50 points. The ET destinations are allocated randomly, covering 

the entire city. 

Figure 13 – Main O-D for conventional vehicles per period. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

Each ET conducts trips all day. The ET takes the O-D route and back to the 

origin in 50% of the trips, and in the other 50% of the trips, it takes the O-D route and 

waits for the next trip in the destination of the previous one. The ET’s shortest path is 

used in the simulations to find the shortest paths of the O-D. 

The maximum speed is determined by the allowed speed of the road, and may 

vary with congestion and traffic lights. The simulations show the ET travel time 

(important information to calculate ETs’ SOC along the paths) through the average 

ET speed. The SOC of the ETs initially follows a normal random distribution (25% to 

100%) to characterize the randomness of the SOC. The ET specifications in Table I 

(NISSAN LEAF, 2017) are used to calculate the SOC on the city’s roads. Two 

different numbers of Fast-CS candidates with available physical space, 100 and 200, 

are allocated for further analysis, shown in Figs. 14 and 15. 
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TABLE 1 – SPECIFICATIONS FOR ET 

Symbol Description Value 

𝑚 ET mass 1570 kg 

𝐶𝑑 aerodynamic drag coefficient  0.28 

𝜌𝑎 air density 1.2041 kg/m³ 

𝐴𝑓 vehicle frontal area 2.7435 m² 

𝑔 gravitational constant 9.81 m/s² 

𝛼 average gradient angle 2.25 

𝐶𝑟 rolling friction coefficient 0.01 
Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

Figure 14 – 100 Fast-CS candidates. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 15 – 200 Fast-CS candidates. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

4.2  SIMULATIONS 

The total time taken by the simulation is almost 40 h for a simulation day, with 

AIMSUN (TRANSPORT SIMULATION SYSTEMS, 2017) on a computer Intel® Core 

™ i7 7700, 3.6 GHz, 16 GB RAM. The large number of simulations is necessary to 

obtain convergence in the O-D routes and in ETs’ SOC along the paths. 

Figs. 16 and 17 show the sum of ETs’ flow and average SOC heat maps for a 

day (24 h), respectively, after the simulations. In the main avenues that connect the 

center to the periphery, there is a greater flow of ETs due to their driving patterns. 

The SOC along the paths varies more and not always a region with greater flow has 

a low SOC. For Fast-CS allocation, flow above 100 ETs and SOC less than 60% are 

considered. Due to the high cost of the fast charging equipment, the number of 

chargers per station is limited to three, and is expressed as follows: 
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A) 01 Charger: 100 < flow < 200 and 20% < SOC < 60%; 

B)  02 Chargers: Flow > 200 and 20% < SOC < 60% or 100 < flow < 200 and SOC < 

20%; 

C) 03 Chargers: Flow > 200 e SOC < 20%. 

Figure 16 – ETs flow. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

The power of each fast charger is 55 kW (CHADEMO, 2013). The following 

four case studies are carried out: 

• Case I: 100 Fast-CS candidates varying the radius of influence from 400 to 600 m. 

• Case II: 100 Fast-CS candidates varying the radius of influence from 800 to 1200 

m. 

• Case III: 200 Fast-CS candidates varying the radius of influence from 400 to 600 m. 

• Case IV: 200 Fast-CS candidates varying the radius of influence from 800 to 1200 

m. 

Figs. 18–21 show the Fast-CS placement for the case studies I, II, III, and IV. 
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Figure 17 – ETs average SOC along the paths. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Figure 18 – Fast-CS placement for case I. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 19 – Fast-CS placement for case II. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Figure 20 – Fast-CS placement for case III.

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 21 – Fast-CS placement for case IV. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

Cases I and III are allocated 22 and 24 Fast-CS respectively. As the region of 

influence for the recharging zone considered is smaller, more stations are allocated 

than those in cases II and IV, with 10 and 9 Fast-CS respectively. The Fast-CS in the 

four cases are located in the main avenues of the city, where the ETs most need 

recharging. They are located in shopping malls, gas stations, public squares, 

commercial centers, etc., always with available physical space. In all cases, the 

number of stations allocated is sufficient to meet the demand of the ETs throughout 

the day. With more stations, the ET will not travel too much to the station, but the 

installation costs will increase. 

 

4.3  ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

Fast-CS chargers have a high cost of ownership. A company that will make 

investments for the acquisition and implementation of Fast-CS should take into 

account some aspects. To show how an investment can be made, the insertion of the 
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stations over 3 years is considered for the case studies. The strategy is, in year 1, to 

allocate a charger for each station, in year 2, an additional charger is added for 

stations that fit into B and C and finally a final charger for stations that fit into C. Fig. 

22 shows the investment required over the 3 years, considering that each charger 

has an average cost of $ 36,000. 

Figure 22 – Fast-CS cost. 

 Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

4.4  COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

The methodology proposed in this work is compared with a spatial allocation 

method of Fast-CS described by Lindblad (2012). This method uses the road grid, 

potential charging places (parking areas, shopping malls, gas stations), electric 

network, and traffic density as input data. The method finds suitable places for EVs to 

have access to Fast-CS. 

First, potential charging places are identified and compiled on ArcGIS 

(ARCGIS, 2017). Then, a series of recommended tools are proposed and the planner 
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uses the most suitable one for Fast-CS allocation. The tools used for comparisons 

include maximizing coverage, minimizing facilities, maximizing market share, and 

target market size. The method is implemented in the same medium-sized Brazilian 

city with the ArcGIS toolboxes such as: network analyst location allocation and 

spatial analyst. After that, 19 places are found for Fast-CS installation, as shown in 

Fig. 23. 

 

Figure 23 – Spatial allocation method of Fast-CS proposed in Lindblad. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

Comparing the methodology of Lindblad with our work; in the first one, the 

Fast-CS are located mainly in the central zone, leaving them saturated. In addition, 

the Fast-CS are very close to each other without necessity, increasing the investment 

needed. In Case I of our work, the Fast-CS are allocated in higher-flow and lower-

SOC places throughout the city, covering all the zones that the ET will need 
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recharging. In addition, in our work, the Fast-CS have different regions of influence 

and chargers depending on the SOC and flow. 

The disadvantages of the methodology of Lindblad are that do not consider 

the ETs’ SOC along the paths, neither recommendations for the number of chargers, 

regions of influence and analysis for available physical space. The first is an 

important information for Fast-CS allocation since the stations can be allocated in 

places with high SOC. The second and third, can lead to stations very close to each 

other. The last can cause problems that harm other vehicles and transportation. In 

our study, the advantages are ETs’ SOC along the paths modeling, different numbers 

of chargers, analysis for available physical space and simulations for a full day 

characterized hour by hour, thus showing that the Fast-CS are distributed in all 

regions which ETs need to charge. 

In Trigui and Faouzi (2014), an analysis of the region of influence to allocate 

CS was performed. However, the study zone considered was big and the 

recommendation of influence was in the order of 1–4 km. With a medium-sized city, 

as in this study, smaller regions of influence should be considered. Furthermore, the 

approach did not consider ETs that require fast recharges. In contrast, our study 

takes a different approach considering the ET driving pattern, SOC model, and 

number of chargers. 

 

4.5  DISCUSSIONS 

The Fast-CS in Figs. 18–21 are located mainly in the city avenues such as 

shopping malls and commercial centers. The analysis of different regions of influence 

for recharging zones and the number of chargers per station allows the planner to 

increase the distance between the stations if the Fast-CS is idle or decrease if it is 

overloaded. The regions of influence also depend on the city. For big cities, the 

region of influence may be larger depending on the number of ETs circulating. For 

medium-sized cities, considering radius larger than 1200m can lead to a few stations. 

Considering small regions of influence can lead to a large number of stations, which 

would elevate the already costly Fast-CS and overload the electric network. 
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This method contributes primarily by addressing a study zone that will carry out 

incentives for the introduction of ETs. The previous studies mostly consider cities 

already with EV penetration and treat CS expansion. In the case of EVs, the related 

studies propose the expansion of semi-fast CS in which EVs will have more time to 

charge. The proposed methodology considers that ETs do not have enough time and 

need Fast-CS. Besides, the combination of real and estimated data to characterize 

the ET driving patterns is important, since in most related studies, there is a lack of 

information on transport systems. The use of tools to simulate the transport system is 

a way to acquire the missing information. To calibrate the parameters, the planner 

must know the city and the study of zones with similar characteristics can help him. 

The information resulting from the simulations in heat maps helps in visualization and 

evaluation of available physical space, which must be performed to avoid indicating 

locations unavailable. 

The proposed method helps in decision making for a company that wants to 

own a Fast-CS evaluating the places to allocate them, assists in the planning and 

improvement of the future transport system, and helps the electricity distribution 

companies to evaluate the locations, making improvements (if necessary) to meet the 

demand of the stations.  
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5 RESULTS FOR ALLOCATION IN ELECTRIC NETWORK 

 

The input data for allocation of Fast-CS in electric network are the spatial 

distribution of the stations obtained in placement methodology, spatial distribution of 

the network elements (substations, feeders, transformers, lines and connections), 

their supply capability shown in Table 2 and others technical information.  

All this information must be modeled in a GIS tool that allows the analysis and 

communication through programming language. In this work, the ArcGIS tool 

(ArcGIS, 2017) was used for analysis. Fig. 24 shows the spatial distribution of the 

substation S1 with 6 feeders, S2 with 9 feeders, S3 with 9 feeders and S4 with 6 

feeders and in Fig. 25 all transformers are shown in ArcGIS. 

 

Figure 24 – Substation spatial distribution. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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TABLE 2 – SUPPLY CAPABILITY 

Element 
Initial Supply 

Capability (MVA) 
S1 
S2 

S3 
S4 
S1F1 
S1F2 
S1F3 
S1F4 
S1F5 
S1F6 
S2F1 
S2F2 
S2F3 
S2F4 

S2F5 
S2F6 
S2F7 
S2F8 
S2F9 
S3F1 
S3F2 
S3F3 
S3F4 
S3F5 
S3F6 

S3F7 
S3F8 
S3F9 
S4F1 
S4F2 
S4F3 
S4F4 
S4F5 
S4F6 

 

108.53 
209.56 

873 
131.61 
16.11 
16.1 
16.82 
19.9 
16.11 
15.71 
14.19 
18.21 
16.6 
18.54 

16.49 
15.58 
14.68 
19.89 
16.26 
16.1 
15.57 
17.2 
14.44 
15.38 
13.37 

14.95 
16.11 
16.1 
15.54 
19.61 
19.61 
15.79 
19.99 
17.85 

 

           Source: Author’s own elaboration 

With the Fast-CS spatially distributed in ArcGIS shown in Fig. 26, the maximum 

allowable expansion (L) for low voltage was 0.286 km obtained through eq. 9. and all 

stations with one charger must be connected at low voltage according to the 

standards of the distribution company of the study city. Then, the radius of maximum 

allowable expansion was performed for all Fast-CS with one charger. 

In this radius, all transformers with supply capability are marked as available as 

seen in Fig. 27. If no transformer is available for a station, new transformers are 

allocated in the existing lines.  
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Figure 25 – Transformers spatial distribution. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Figure 26 – Fast-CS spatially distributed in ArcGIS. 

 Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 27 – Transformers with supply capability. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

The ANEEL method (OLIVEIRA, 2009) is used to verify the losses by segment. 

Segment losses cannot exceed predetermined percentages by standards, which are: 

A) Losses in the power meter: 0.8%. 

B) Losses in the connection: 0.7%. 

C) Losses in the expansion of low voltage network: 2.0%. 

D) Losses in transformer: 3.0%. 

After the loss calculations by project segment, only connections that do not 

exceed the limits will be used to calculate the cost function. Fast-CS with two and 

three chargers must be connected in medium voltage. The distribution company limit 

the expansion in 0.15 km ensuring adequate levels. A radius of maximum allowable 

expansion was performed for all Fast-CS with two and three chargers and all the 

expansions within these bounds are found. 

5.1  COST FUNCTION 

For cost function, the algorithm in Fig. 11 is modeled with python programming 

language that has the ability to communicate with ArcGIS. To start the cost function, 
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the unit cost of expansion per km in low and medium voltage are respectively 𝐾1 = 

$3,088.77 and 𝐾3 = $4,247.06. The cost of system uses per km 𝐾2 is $610.00. The 

distance between elements are spatially modeled in ArcGIS, and the line resistances, 

current, n and 𝑐𝑝 are obtained through the values of technical standards. The cost of 

additional equipment 𝐶𝑒1 are $81.66 and $1,927.81 (without new transformer and 

with a new transformer respectively) and 𝐶𝑒2 are $577.03.  

The method searches for the minimum costs from the substation to Fast-CS. A 

priority list is created to allocate Fast-CS. The priority list assists distribution 

companies to allocate Fast-CS first in the most critical locations if the company 

cannot allocate all stations and/or will carry out planning for the connection of all 

stations. Fast-CS with 3 chargers will first be allocated, followed by stations with 2 

chargers, and finally stations with 1 charger. Within the list, there is no priority of 

stations with same number of chargers, because of its similar characteristics, so the 

choice is random. With 3 and 2 chargers the Fast-CS will be allocated at medium 

voltage, and with 1 at low voltage. For that, the method analyses the path cost for all 

predetermined paths available for connection through the lines that connected the 

elements. After all cost paths in a determined station are found, the lowest cost path 

is chosen to connect the Fast-CS to the electric network. The supply capability of the 

elements is updated with this new load and this process is performed until all Fast-

CS are connected to electric network, showing after the simulations all connections 

and total cost. To better understand the proposed algorithm, the connection of the 

first Fast-CS with 3 chargers in case I is demonstrated showing all process steps of 

allocation.  

Step 1: List of priority: Station with 3 chargers is chosen for connection; 
Step 2: Calculate all costs for the connections (connections are shown in Fig. 28-a). 
Connections Costs: 

A: $1,146.65 
B: $1,164.22 
C: $1,031.06 
D: $1,173.65 
E: $1,053.17 
F: $1,180.84 
The lowest cost connection is the C and is chosen to allocate the Fast-CS in the 

electric network in substation S2 and feeder F4 (Fig. 28-b); 
Step 3: Update supply capability of the substation and feeder 

New S2 (MVA) = 209.560 – 0.165 = 209.395 
New F4 (MVA) = 18.540 – 0.165 = 18.375 
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Step 4: Repeat steps 1 to 3 until allocate all Fast-CS; 
Step 5: Generate spatial thematic maps with all connections and cost for all 
connections. 

Figure 28 – Fast-CS lowest cost allocation. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

The algorithm to allocate Fast-CS is performed for all cases that were found in 

Chapter 4. The pair of Fig. 29-30, Fig. 31-32, Fig. 33-34 and Fig. 35-36 shows each 

of four cases possible connections and selected connections after the proposed 

algorithm.  
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Figure 29 – All possible connections in case I. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Figure 30 – Selected connections in case I. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 31 – All possible connections in case II. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Figure 32 – Selected connections in case II. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 33 – All possible connections in case III. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Figure 34 – Selected connections in case III. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 35 – All possible connections in case IV. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Figure 36 – Selected connections in case IV. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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In all cases it is possible to observe that the Fast-CS are distributed by the four 

substations, avoiding the overload of a single substation. Cases I and III have more 

stations, however all Fast-CS were allocated without problems to the electric 

network. Many transformers have supply capability to allocate Fast-CS with one 

charger because the distribution company has recently expanded. After, in Table 3-6 

are detailed all final costs for all cases. 

TABLE 3 – CASE I – 22 FAST-CS 

Fast-CS Cost ($) 

Medium Voltage  

01 2,674.06 

02 2,325.43 

03 3,658.84 

04 2,093.23 

05 1,902.75 

06 1,848.24 

07 2,423.97 

08 1,651.39 

09 3,059.35 

10 1,897.12 

11 1,031.05 

12 1,723.58 

13 1,918.18 

14 1,844.12 

15 2,921.85 

16 4,257.33 

Low Voltage - Existing Transformers  

17 3,314.91 

18 2,004.34 

19 2,480.22 

Low Voltage - New Transformers  

20 2,019.70 

21 4,211.84 

22 4,436.64 

Total Cost 55,698.14 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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TABLE 4 – CASE II – 10 FAST-CS 

Fast-CS Cost ($) 

Medium Voltage  

01  2,807.10  

02  2,299.04  

03  908.43  

04  1,963.93  

05  3,133.34  

06  4,297.69  

Low Voltage - Existing Transformers  

07  1,015.64  

08  1,130.31  

09  2,004.22  

Low Voltage - New Transformers  

10 4,213.09 

Total Cost 23,772.79 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

TABLE 5 – CASE III – 24 FAST-CS 

Fast-CS Cost ($) 

Medium Voltage  

01  3,258.37  

02  845.84  

03  1,378.31  

04  2,204.30  

05  2,675.55  

06  1,613.02  

07  936.97  

08  1,418.03  

09  3,334.34  

10  3,767.27  

11  2,712.79  

Low Voltage - Existing Transformers  

12       677.74  

13    1,849.72  

14    1,832.07  

15    1,437.00  

16    1,266.32  

17    1,590.81  

18    1,934.92  

19    1,956.10  

20    2,007.07  

21    3,137.14  

22    2,277.29  

Low Voltage - New Transformers  

23  4,077.86  

24  2,826.83  

Total Cost 51,015.66 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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TABLE 6 – CASE IV – 09 FAST-CS 

Fast-CS Cost ($) 

Medium Voltage  

01       835.41  

02    2,068.09  

03    1,090.91  

04    3,768.55  

Low Voltage - Existing Transformers  

05       680.34  

06    1,855.07  

07    1,848.53  

Low Voltage - New Transformers  

08    4,213.73  

09    4,091.33  

Total Cost    20,451.96  

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

Analysis using a cost function algorithm shows that the closest connection point is 

not always the most cost-effective. The analysis of others connection points, 

considering supply capability of the elements, distance lines, technical losses and 

additional costs can help the distribution companies in reducing operating, expansion 

and losses costs. 

Tables 3 to 6 shows the costs to connect each Fast-CS in the electric network. It 

is possible to observe that in general, the Fast-CS connected in low voltage with new 

transformers will have a higher cost for the company considering the need to 

purchase a new transformer. The distribution company will be able to analyze such 

costs as a way of planning and expanding its distribution network, analyzing the 

locations of expansion and supply capability after the allocation of Fast-CS. 

Table 7 shows the overload elements (only substations and feeders) and the final 

supply capability after the Fast-CS in each of four cases allocation process, providing 

information for distribution planners, helping planning decisions. There are many 

transformers, they will not be shown in this work, however for example, transformers 

with a supply capability greater than 55 kVA could allocate Fast-CS and its supply 

capability is calculated subtracting 55 kVA from the initial one (no transformer 

received more than one station due the spatial location). New 75 kVA transformers 

were allocated when needed and the final supply capability are 20 kVA. 
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TABLE 7 – OVERLOAD ELEMENTS 

  Case I Case II Case III Case IV 

Initial 

supply 

capability 

(MVA) 

 

Overload 

(MVA) 

Final 

supply 

capability 

(MVA) 

 

Overload 

(MVA) 

Final 

supply 

capability 

(MVA) 

 

Overload 

(MVA) 

Final 

supply 

capability 

(MVA) 

 

Overload 

(MVA) 

Final 

supply 

capability 

(MVA) 

S1 108.530 0.385 108.145 0.165 108.365 0.275 108.255 0.165 108.365 

S2 209.560 0.825 208.735 0.275 209.285 0.275 209.285 0.165 209.395 

S3 873.000 0.550 872.450 0.220 872.780 0.055 872.945 0.165 872.835 

S4 131.610 0.550 131.060 0.275 131.335 1.375 130.235 0.330 131.280 

S1F1 16.110 0.055 16.055 0.000 16.110 0.000 16.110 0.000 16.110 

S1F2 16.100 0.110 15.990 0.055 16.045 0.055 16.045 0.000 16.100 

S1F3 16.820 0.000 16.820 0.055 16.765 0.110 16.710 0.055 16.765 

S1F4 19.900 0.000 19.900 0.000 19.900 0.000 19.900 0.000 19.900 

S1F5 16.110 0.055 16.055 0.055 16.055 0.000 16.110 0.055 16.055 

S1F6 15.710 0.165 15.545 0.000 15.710 0.110 15.600 0.055 15.655 

S2F1 14.190 0.220 13.970 0.000 14.190 0.000 14.190 0.000 14.190 

S2F2 18.210 0.110 18.100 0.165 18.045 0.000 18.210 0.000 18.210 

S2F3 16.600 0.000 16.600 0.000 16.600 0.110 16.490 0.165 16.435 

S2F4 18.540 0.275 18.265 0.000 18.540 0.055 18.485 0.000 18.540 

S2F5 16.490 0.110 16.380 0.110 16.380 0.000 16.490 0.000 16.490 

S2F6 15.580 0.000 15.580 0.000 15.580 0.000 15.580 0.000 15.580 

S2F7 14.680 0.110 14.570 0.000 14.680 0.055 14.625 0.000 14.680 

S2F8 19.890 0.000 19.890 0.000 19.890 0.000 19.890 0.000 19.890 

S2F9 16.260 0.000 16.260 0.000 16.260 0.055 16.205 0.000 16.260 

S3F1 16.100 0.110 15.990 0.000 16.100 0.000 16.100 0.000 16.100 

S3F2 15.570 0.110 15.460 0.000 15.570 0.000 15.570 0.000 15.570 

S3F3 17.200 0.000 17.200 0.000 17.200 0.055 17.145 0.055 17.145 

S3F4 14.440 0.000 14.440 0.000 14.440 0.000 14.440 0.000 14.440 

S3F5 15.380 0.000 15.380 0.000 15.380 0.000 15.380 0.000 15.380 

S3F6 13.370 0.165 13.205 0.110 13.260 0.000 13.370 0.000 13.370 

S3F7 14.950 0.165 14.785 0.110 14.840 0.000 14.950 0.110 14.840 

S3F8 16.110 0.000 16.110 0.000 16.110 0.000 16.110 0.000 16.110 

S3F9 16.100 0.000 16.100 0.000 16.100 0.000 16.100 0.000 16.100 

S4F1 15.540 0.220 15.320 0.110 15.430 0.330 15.210 0.220 15.320 

S4F2 19.610 0.000 19.610 0.055 19.555 0.000 19.610 0.000 19.610 

S4F3 19.610 0.000 19.610 0.000 19.610 0.110 19.500 0.000 19.610 

S4F4 15.790 0.000 15.790 0.000 15.790 0.330 15.460 0.110 15.680 

S4F5 19.990 0.055 19.935 0.000 19.990 0.110 19.880 0.000 19.990 

S4F6 17.850 0.275 17.575 0.110 17.740 0.495 17.355 0.000 17.850 

Total  2.310  0.935  1.980  0.825  

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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5.2  COMPARISON OF COST FUNCTION 

The cost function proposed in this work is compared with some works found in the 

literature, in order to show the benefit of the cost function methodology.  

In Campos (2014), an optimization method for resources is used. This method 

uses an ArcGIS route optimization tool (contained in the Network analyst, route and 

vehicle routing problem). Such tools help to find better routes between two or more 

points, being able to aggregate criteria of costs, restrictions, impedances, among 

others. This tool assists in shorter paths, with lower cost, depending on the modeled 

variables. 

This ArcGIS tool (ARCGIS, 2017) is used for comparisons, modeling the 

parameters. The starting point are the Fast-CS, determining several endpoints as the 

available connections to their respective substations. Finally, the program chooses 

the best route, obtaining the best cost among those available for the connection of 

Fast-CS in the distribution network. 

Another comparison is made using the standards of distribution companies that 

often adopt strategies to connect new loads in the components with more supply 

capability. In order to compare with the proposed work, the final cost of these 

allocations is shown, adopting the strategy of allocating the Fast-CS in the 

components with greater supply capability. 

 Two types of connections using only supply capability are performed. In the first 

one, the largest supply capability of the nearest element (if connected at the medium 

voltage - supply capability of the feeder and if connected at low voltage - supply 

capability of the transformer) is performed. After, the second strategy is considered 

the largest supply capability of all elements. 

The same Fast-CS that was shown in the process steps of allocation with 3 

chargers in case I is used to compare all strategies. In Figs. 37 a-c are shown the 

allocation using our proposed methodology (yellow), using ArcGIS tool (pink) and 

using supply capability (grey) that in this case the lowest cost is the same using 

nearest element and all elements. 
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Figure 37 – Comparison of allocation methodologies. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

In each methodology, the most suitable connection is used. The costs for each 

methodology are: 

i) Cost function: $1,031.06 

ii) ArcGIS network analyst tool: $1,180.83 

iii) Supply capability of nearest element: $1,164.21 

iv) Supply capability of all elements: $1,164.21 

In the example, the methodology proposed using the cost function has the lowest 

cost. To show the effectiveness of the cost function method and that this case is not 

unique, all Fast-CS in each of the 4 cases were allocated according to all methods 

and the final allocation costs with all methods are shown in Fig. 38-41. 
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 Figure 38 – Case I - All costs methods. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

Figure 39 – Case II - All costs methods. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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Figure 40 – Case III - All costs methods. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

Figure 41 – Case IV - All costs methods. 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 
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 In Fig. 38-41 it can be observed that the lowest cost in the 4 scenarios is 

obtained using the cost function proposed in this work. The figures also show the 

percentage increase in costs with other methodologies, compared to the proposal in 

this work in order to show the effectiveness of the method. 

Finally, the proposed method to allocate Fast-CS in electric network assists 

the electricity distribution companies in reducing their costs, taking into account not 

only the supply capability of the elements or only the distances, but all of the 

information that the planner has; calculating costs of operation, expansion, losses 

and additional equipment. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

This work proposes a placement methodology for a better allocation of ETs’ 

Fast-CS in urban zones using a tool that simulates the transport system, creating 

scenarios at different times of the day, ET driving patterns, ETs’ shortest paths, ETs’ 

SOC along the paths, analysis of available physical space, recharging zones.  

This proposed method is applied in a medium-sized city, indicating locations to 

install Fast-CS, varying the number of candidates qualified to receive the station and 

the regions of influence for recharging zones. ETs’ SOC along the paths modeling is 

an important analysis for the visualization through heat maps on the places in which 

ETs require maximum recharge. An evaluation of this proposed methodology is 

performed using a literature model and shows the differences and contributions of the 

methodology proposed.  

The second proposed methodology for allocate the Fast-CS in the electric 

network, after the spatial allocation of them, consider segment loss restrictions, 

connections in low and medium voltage and through a cost function is obtained the 

necessary costs for the expansion, additional cost for operation of this new load, cost 

of technical losses and cost of additional equipment. 

The methodology of allocation in the electric network is applied in the same 

city of study of the spatial allocation, with the information that the planner has of the 

electric network. The results show spatial thematic maps with the lowest cost 

connections to the distribution company as well as these costs. Evaluations of the 

cost method are carried out using a method in the literature and with strategies used 

by the distribution companies, showing that the this proposed method has lower 

costs for the distribution company and can reach almost 17% in the allocation of 

Fast-CS. 

Finally, the Fast-CS spatial allocation is carried out in higher-flow and lower-

SOC places, helping the ETs that will go through the urban zone to recharge, 

improving the planning of the transport network and assist the sustainable planning 

of urban infrastructures. Their allocation in electric network help the distribution 

company in their planning of new loads and reduce their costs for introduce the Fast-

CS. 
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6.1 FUTURE WORKS 

Considering this study as an introduction of EVs in an urban zone through the 

ETs, future studies can focus on simulating other EVs (as a policy of increase their 

use) with driving pattern of private users of them, considering a mixed of recharge in 

residential, Semi-fast-CS and Fast-CS for all EVs in a city. Modeling with greater 

acuity the EVs, their driving patterns, origin-destination and SOC. 

In recent years the use of autonomous EVs has been discussed. Future works 

can also model such vehicles, integrated to the others, in an urban zone with the aid 

of tools like AIMSUN, creating strategies and driving patterns for their introduction 

into transportation systems. Besides, strategies for the introduction of EVs sharing 

stations at strategic locations can be modeled, considering socioeconomic 

characteristics, among others. 

Finally, for all these future works related to EVs, the connection with the electric 

network must be performed in a way that does not overload the network, in strategic 

locations, considering the costs of these new loads and hour fluctuation. Additionally, 

specific tools to model the electric network with these new loads must be used for a 

better modeling such as: ETAP, DIGSILENT or OpenDSS. 
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